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oLiquid-crystal blazed-grating beam deflector
Xu Wang, Daniel Wilson, Richard Muller, Paul Maker, and Demetri Psaltis
A transmission-type nonmechanical multiple-angle beam-steering device that uses liquid-crystal blazed
grating has been developed. Sixteen steering angles with a contrast ratio of 18 has been demonstrated.
A detailed analysis of the liquid-crystal and poly~methyl methacrylate! blazed-grating deflector was
carried out to provide guidance during the deflector’s development. A manufacturing offset compensa-
tion technique is proposed to improve the device’s performance greatly. A hybrid approach utilizing
electrically generated blazed grating combined with the cascading approach described here yields in
excess of 500 deflecting angles. © 2000 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: 050.1970, 230.3720, 230.2090, 050.1940.16 10
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t1. Introduction
Nonmechanical beam-steering devices have many
applications in optical interconnects,1 optical fiber
communication,2 projection displays,3 and optical
data storage.4 Recently there have been several
nonmechanical beam-steering devices developed by
different research groups.5–11 With its low driving
voltage and mature ~low-cost! fabrication technology,
liquid-crystal ~LC! technology seems to be an excel-
lent candidate for beam-steering devices. The effort
in the development of LC beam deflectors can be
traced back to the early 1970’s. At that time, Borel
et al.12 patented an idea to steer the beam with a LC
diffraction grating, in which the binary rectangular
diffraction grating is switched on and off by the LC.
Its steering efficiency is low because of the grating’s
binary phase. Fray and Jones13 demonstrated an-
other index-matching approach that used a prism as
the light-coupling component. In the 1990’s, Dorsch-
ner and Resler14 patented an optical phased-array
eam steerer, in which the well-known phased-array
echnology used in microwave radar is adopted to the
ptical frequency domain.15 The similar controlla-
ble blazed-grating concept was also demonstrated by
Schulze and Reden8 and Williams et al.9 Suther-
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© 2000 Optical Society of America1land and Natarajan and Domash et al. also im-
lemented this type of switching concept by using
olymer-dispersed LC’s. In this paper we propose
nd demonstrate a LC beam steerer that uses
ustom-fabricated blazed grating. Although the tar-
et application of the developed device is for a com-
act holographic memory system, it is also a good
andidate for many other applications, such as fiber
ommunications,2 LC on silicon microdisplay,17 and
optical scanners.18
This paper is organized as follows. First the de-
vice’s working mechanism and design considerations
are described, and then the fabrication process is
introduced. Finally, we present the characteriza-
tion results and some discussion.
2. Device Description
Figure 1 is a cross-sectional view of one layer of the
LC beam deflector. The device’s substrate is a
poly~methyl methacrylate! ~PMMA! blazed grating
ade by direct electron-beam ~e-beam! lithography19
on top of a transparent metal indium tin oxide ~ITO!
oated glass. A transparent cover glass ~also ITO
oated! is put on top of this PMMA blazed grating,
eparated with fiber spacers of a few micrometers.
thin layer of nematic LC is then sandwiched in
etween. The ITO layer deposited underneath the
MMA grating and another ITO layer coated on the
ottom surface of the cover plate are used to electri-
ally drive the LC to change the phase information of
he illuminating light. Our essential idea is to op-
rate this LC–PMMA composite grating by exploiting
he electro-optic effect of nematic LC,20 by which its
refractive index for extraordinary light can be mod-
ulated by the driving voltage. When no electric field
is present, the refractive indices of the PMMA sub-0 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 35 y APPLIED OPTICS 6545
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6strate and LC are different, and strong diffraction is
produced by the refractive index–phase difference of
this OFF state. The diffraction efficiency is deter-
mined by the blazed-grating parameters, such as
grating depth, grating period, as well as blaze profile.
When an electric field is applied, the refractive index
of the LC is decreased; at a certain driving voltage,
index matching occurs between the PMMA and the
LC. The whole LC–PMMA composite grating struc-
ture can then be considered as an optically flat plate,
and no diffraction occurs for this ON state. In such a
way, the device can be viewed as an electrically con-
trolled binary switch. The incident beam can be ei-
ther deflected ~the OFF state! or undeflected ~the ON
state!. Furthermore, this device belongs to the so-
alled polarized beam deflector because the above-
escribed electro-optic mechanism works only for
xtraordinary light. Because of that, we have to
ake sure that the incident light’s polarization direc-
ion is the same as the LC extraordinary light direc-
ion ~optical axis direction!, which is the rubbing
direction for the homogeneous alignment configura-
tion.
To obtain multiple angles, we stack several layers
of this LC–PMMA composite blazed grating with dif-
ferent grating periods as shown in Fig. 2. During
Fig. 1. LC blazed-grating beam deflector. PI, polyimide.
Fig. 2. Multiple-layer stacking concept to achieve multiple deflec-
tor angles.546 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 35 y 10 December 2000the stacking, the top grating’s period is made to be
twice the period of the bottom grating to make all
steering angles clearly resolvable. By applying dif-
ferent driving conditions on each layer, we can easily
achieve multiple steering angles. The available
number of steering angles is 2N, where N is the num-
ber of stacked layers; i.e., in Fig. 2 the output can be
one of four different outputs depending on the driving
condition combinations. In Section 3 we describe
the experimental demonstration of 16 dynamically
addressable angles by stacking four layers with a
small cross talk.
3. Design Considerations
A. Liquid-Crystal Physics
When the driving voltage is applied, the LC molecule
director tends to align itself along the electric field
direction. According to the Frank elastic continuum
theory,20 the LC molecule director distribution will be
stable when its net free energy is minimized. The
net free energy Fnet of the LC molecule director is
given by
Fnet 5
1
2 *
0
‘
$K11~„ z n!2 1 K22@n z ~„ 3 n!#2
1 K33@n 3 ~„ 3 n!#2 2 D z E%dV, (1)
where K11 is the splay constant, K22 is the twist con-
stant, and K33 is the bend constant. These con-
stants correspond to S deformation, T deformation,
and B deformation. D is the electric displacement,
and E is the electric field. The molecule director is
~x, y, z!. During the numerical modeling of the LC
electro-optics effect, we made three assumptions:
~1! strong anchoring at both surfaces, which means
that the boundary condition is defined exclusively by
the surface orientation angle; ~2! no twist orientation
is involved, which makes the K22 term in Eq. ~1!
isappear; and ~3! one-dimensional modeling only,
hich implies Ex 5 Ey 5 0. On the basis of these
three assumptions, the simplified formula from Eq.
~1! can then be written as
Fnet 5
1
2 *
0
L
~K11 cos
2 u 1 K33 sin
2 u!SdudzD
2
dz
2
1
2e0 *0
L Dz
2
e’ cos
2 u 1 e\ sin
2 u
dz, (2)
where e0 is the dielectric constant in free space; Dz is
the electric displacement along the Z direction; and
e’ and e\ are the dielectric constants of perpendicular
and parallel direction to the electrical field, respec-
tively. By using the variational calculus method,21
we can change this integral equation into a differen-
I
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itial equation that is obtained as follows ~see Appen-
dix A!:
SdzduD
2
5
K11~1 1 K sin
2 u!
C 2
Dz
2
e0e’~1 1 r sin
2 u!
. (3)
n Eq. ~3!, K 5 ~K33 2 K11!yK11, r 5 ~e\ 2 e’!ye’, C 5
z
2y@e0e’~1 1 r sin
2 um!#, and um is the largest ori-
ntation angle that is located in the middle of the
hole thickness. Numerically solving Eq. ~3! with
the orientation angles at the two boundary layers, we
obtain the molecule director distribution inside the
whole cell at a given driving voltage.
We need to perform one more step to obtain the
LC’s refractive-index information. From Section 2
we know that LC is an anisotropic birefringent ma-
terial. Using the well-known formula for an aniso-
tropic medium’s index ellipse, we obtain the
distribution of refractive index for extraordinary light
inside the LC cell:
ne~uz! 5
no ne
~no
2 cos2 uz 1 ne
2 sin2 uz!
1y2 , (4)
where uz is the orientation angle and ne and no are the
LC’s extraordinary and ordinary refractive index, re-
spectively. It is more convenient, from a practical
point of view, to use the effective refractive index of
the whole cell for further discussion. It is given by
neff 5
1
L *
0
L
ne~z!dz. (5)
We determine the phase delay between ordinary
and extraordinary light after passing through the
medium as follows:
d 5
2p
l *
0
L
@ne~z! 2 no#dz. (6)
The homogeneous aligned nematic configuration20
is chosen for our deflector because this configuration
features a index modulation larger than those of the
other configurations. This lowers our blazed-
grating depth requirement for reaching the 2p phase
delay that corresponds to the first diffraction order.
This smaller depth requirement also offers us a
quicker switching time. In the homogeneous config-
uration, we produce a strong parallel alignment
along the surface of both layers by spin coating an
anchoring chemical agent and then rubbing the sur-
face. The elasticity of the LC, the applied electrical
field, and the surface anchoring chemicals result in a
symmetrical smooth rotation of the molecule director
inside the nematic film. Figure 3 illustrates the ho-
mogeneous alignment configuration’s molecule direc-
tor distribution along the cell depth direction when a
field is applied. The chosen LC material is Merck
E7, whose refractive indices at a 633-nm wavelength
for extraordinary and ordinary light are 1.737 and11.5185, respectively.22 E7 is a eutectic mixture of a
number of cyanobiphenyls and cyanoterphenyls with
a positive dielectric anisotropy, e¶ ’ 18 and e’ ’ 6, at
a 1-kHz frequency and at room temperature.23 Fig-
ure 4 shows the calculation results for an orientation-
angle distribution with different driving voltages.
As can be seen, the director orientation angle is in-
creased with the magnitude of the driving voltage.
The middle layer of the cell has the largest orienta-
tion angle for each driving voltage, reaching 90° when
the voltage is large. After determining the
orientation-angle distribution inside the cell at dif-
ferent voltages, we can easily calculate the effective
refractive index ~for extraordinary light! with the
riving voltage. Figure 5 shows that the refractive
ndex decreases continuously as the driving voltage
ncreases. Ideally it can be swept from ne to no when
the driving voltage is varied from 0 to a very large
value ~assuming that a nonlinear effect does not oc-
cur!. This electrically controlled birefringence is ap-
proximately 0.2 for E7 within 5 V. There is an
interesting feature in Fig. 5. The variation of the
refractive index happens only after a certain value,
i.e., approximately 0.9 V for the E7 material. This is
the so-called threshold voltage for the LC material
with the homogeneous alignment configuration.
The value of this threshold voltage is only a function
of the material physical parameters, such as viscosity
constant and elastic constant, and it is not changed
Fig. 3. Homogeneous alignment configuration.
Fig. 4. Modeling results for homogeneous alignment orientation-
angle distribution.0 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 35 y APPLIED OPTICS 6547
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6with the cell’s thickness. We will use this numerical
tool for predicting the refractive index of the LC layer
in the subsequent design of the deflector.
B. Diffraction Analysis
To understand the behavior of this device, a detailed
analysis of the blazed-grating diffraction is also nec-
essary. Considering that the device has a fairly
large feature size relative to the illumination wave-
length, we use scalar diffraction theory for its sim-
plicity and fast modeling time.
As illustrated in Fig. 6, the whole aperture trans-
mittance T~x! of the blazed grating is considered as a
prism function P~x! convolved with a periodic grating
function G~x!:
T~x! 5 P~x! p G~x!. (7)
The periodic grating function is
G~x! 5 (
m51
N
d~x 2 mp!rectSxAD , (8)
where p is the blazed grating period and A is the
llumination width. For the prism function P~x!, the
Fig. 5. Modeling results for homogeneous alignment refractive
index.
Fig. 6. LC blazed-grating diffraction model.548 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 35 y 10 December 2000fabrication error shown in Fig. 6 is also taken into
account in this analysis as follows:
P~x! 5 rectSxpDexp@iD~x!#, (9)
where D~x! is defined as
D~x! 5
2p
l
~n1 2 n2!x tan u ~0 , x # a!,
D~x! 5
2p
l
~n1 2 n2!d ~a , x , p!, (10)
here the duty cycle is defined as ayp. Then the far
field is the Fourier transform ~FT! of this aperture
transmittance:
E~x! 5 FT@T~x!# 5 FT@P~x!# z FT@G~x!# 5 P z G, (11)
where P results in a sinc~x! 5 sin~px!ypx function
profile in the far field, and its peak location is defined
by the prism depth d. G defines the diffraction-
order locations and samples the prism-produced sinc
function to define the final diffraction pattern. If the
blazed grating is well designed so that the prism-
produced sinc~x! function profile peaks at the first
diffraction-order position, then theoretically the first
order will have 100% diffraction efficiency and all
other diffraction orders will have zero diffraction ef-
ficiency. This also suggests that, even for one layer
of LC–PMMA grating, it is possible to obtain multiple
deflection angles if the PMMA blazed-grating depth
is large enough so that the phase difference between
PMMA and LC could reach the multiple integer num-
bers of 2p, say, 4p or 6p, which correspond to second
or third diffraction order blazed, respectively. How-
ever, for those cases, the switching speeds would be
slow because of the LC’s large thickness, since the
response time of the LC device is proportional to the
square of its thickness; i.e., a second-order blazed
deflector’s switching speed is four times slower than
that of a first-order blazed deflector.
For our LC–PMMA blazed grating, the illumina-
tion wavelength is 633 nm, the refractive index of
PMMA is taken as 1.49 ~roughly the ordinary index of
the LC!, and the refractive index of extraordinary
light for LC E7 is taken as 1.737. With the ideal
profile ~100% duty cycle!, the blazed grating’s optimal
depth is calculated to be 2.67 mm as shown in Fig. 7.
C. Driving Voltage Loss and Nonuniformity
For our device, the driving voltage is applied between
two ITO layers. However, the PMMA blazed grat-
ing is made on top of the substrate’s ITO layer to
simplify the fabrication process. This reduces the
driving voltage on the LC because PMMA is a poor
conductor. ~The conductivity is reported to be ap-
roximately 10211 Sym in the glassy state at room
temperature with a dielectric constant of approxi-
mately 3.23! Also, the PMMA blazed-grating profile
results in different driving voltages on the LC at
different locations. Figure 8 illustrates the above-
wwmentioned driving voltage loss and voltage nonuni-
formity issues.
The driving voltage loss calculation can be deter-
mined from Maxwell’s equations boundary condition
on the electric field:
DLCn 2 DPMMAn 5 s 5 0, (12)
here D is the electric displacement and s is the
surface charge density, which is zero in our analysis.
On the basis of the dielectic constants of the E7 LC
and the PMMA, and considering that there is a re-
sidual PMMA layer at the bottom of the LC–PMMA
grating, we can obtain the effective voltage Veff on the
LC–PMMA grating from the following equation:
Veff 5
1 2 r
1 1 br
Vapply, (13)
where Vapply is the applied voltage on the two ITO
layers and r is the ratio of the residual PMMA layer
thickness and the depth summation of spacer and
PMMA grating. b is a dielectric-related constant,
hich here turns out to be approximately 5. From
Fig. 7. Optimization of the blazed-grating depth. dc, duty cycle.
Fig. 8. LC blazed-grating deflector’s driving voltage loss and non-
uniformity. E1 and E2 represent the electrical field in the elec-
trical domain.1this we can define the actual driving voltage on the
VLC at different positions:
VLC~x! 5
1 2 rr~x!
1 1 brr~x!
Veff, (14)
where rr~x! is the depth ratio between the PMMA
grating and the spacer at different locations. From
our calculations, only 18–60% of the driving voltage
is actually applied on the LC with the parameters of
a 5-mm spacer, a 0.6-mm residual uniform PMMA
layer, and a PMMA grating depth of 2.67 mm assum-
ing a 100% duty cycle.
The phase delay caused by the LC–PMMA compos-
ite structure at different locations within one period
was calculated at different applied voltages. Figure
9 shows that, although the voltage on the LC is dif-
ferent at different positions, the phase delays at those
positions become more uniform at higher voltage.
The reason is that, at locations with thinner PMMA,
the driving voltage loss is less, which results in a
smaller LC refractive index. At locations with
thicker PMMA, the voltage loss is greater so that the
refractive index of the LC remains relatively large,
which compensates for the low index of PMMA to
reach roughly the same phase delay as the thinner
PMMA parts. Normally it is difficult to reach index
matching between the LC and PMMA at every loca-
tion because of the applied voltage’s nonuniform dis-
tribution. However, we can reach a uniform phase
distribution at every location at a higher voltage,
which ensures the device’s successful operation. In
this sense, it is more meaningful to discuss the phase
matching rather than the index matching.
4. Fabrication Process
The PMMA blazed gratings were fabricated by direct-
write e-beam lithography.19,24 We prepared the
Fig. 9. LC blazed-grating deflector index matching.0 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 35 y APPLIED OPTICS 6549
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6ITO-coated substrates by spinning in succession five
layers of PMMA to achieve a total thickness of 3.3
mm. Each deposition sequence included a bakeout
for 60 min at 170 °C. Prior to exposure, the sample
was overcoated with 10 nm of aluminum, which acted
as a discharge layer preventing defocusing that is due
to surface charge buildup. The e-beam exposure
patterns for the blazed grating were composed of
square pixels ~0.5 mm for 5-mm period grating, 1 mm
or 10-mm period grating, etc.!. Within each pixel,
he e-beam spot was rastered to expose the pixel area
niformly. We determined the pixel doses from the
esired depths, taking into account the nonlinear
epth versus the dose response of the PMMA and the
-beam proximity effect ~backscattered dose from the
ubstrate!. The proximity effect for these substrates
50-kV acceleration voltage! was measured to have a
aussian 1ye radius of 10.75 mm and an integrated
trength of 0.5 of the initial dose. Fourier-transform
econvolution of the proximity effect function was
erformed on the pixelized dose profile as described
n Refs. 19 and 24.
We exposed the gratings using a JEOL Model JBX-
DII e-beam lithography system at 50 kV with a
eam current of 4 nA, which corresponds to a spot
ize of 0.3 mm. This is larger than would be used for
recision lithography, but it somewhat smoothes the
urface of the blazed grating and reduces the writing
ime. The total exposure time for each grating with
n area 3.2 mm 3 3.2 mm was 70 min. After expo-
ure, the aluminum overcoat was removed and the
rating was developed in pure acetone by use of a
olitec spinner equipped with an electronically con-
rolled Tridak resist dispenser. The substrate was
pun at 1000 rpm while the acetone was squirted
own at the center of rotation. At the end of 8 s, the
cetone was abruptly cut off and replaced by a blast
f dry nitrogen. This quenched the development
nd at the same time dried the surface of the PMMA.
dditional development steps with times as short as
.5 s were used to achieve the desired grating depth.
e gauged the depth by measuring the diffraction
rom a computer-generated hologram ~on the same
ubstrate! that was designed to produce a null zero
rder. Near the final depth, the grating profile was
easured directly with a Digital Instruments Nano-
cope III atomic force microscope ~AFM!.
We fabricated four PMMA samples with grating
eriods of 5, 10, 20, and 40 mm. Figure 10 shows the
nal surface profile of the 10-mm period grating. As
an be seen, the blazed slope is quite good although
he top plane has a small portion of flatness, which
nduced a non-100% duty cycle. We calculated this
onideal duty cycle’s effect on the diffraction effi-
iency using the above-discussed model; Fig. 11
hows the calculation result. It clearly shows that
he nonoptimal duty cycle degrades the performance
ignificantly. Also, a 50% duty cycle blazed grating
as zero diffraction efficiency into the first diffraction
rder, which also validates our numerical modeling’s
orrectness to some degree. Nevertheless, the
0-mm sample’s duty cycle is much better than that of550 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 35 y 10 December 2000he 10-mm sample. More contour surface parameter
erifications are discussed in Section 5.
Our fabrication process ~shown in Fig. 12! is as
ollows. First, a glass plate is coated with a 20-Vysq
TO transparent electrode to form the ITO glass. A
olyimide solution @1% mass in n-methyl-2-
yrrolidone ~NMP!; here NMP is used for the poly-
mide thinner# is spun onto the ITO glass at 3000 rpm
or 40 s and then baked at 200 °C for 30 min. This
olyimide-coated ITO glass is then rubbed unidirec-
ionally on a cloth to form a uniaxially buffered align-
ent layer. The pretreated ITO cover glass is put
n top of the PMMA blazed grating at a microscopic
istance set by small drops of a mixture of chopped
lass fibers and Norland91 UV-cured optical adhe-
ive 91, which are deposited on the periphery of the
ctive area of the cell. The resulting cavity is then
lled with Merck E7 at room temperature, since the
MMA cannot sustain high temperature because of
ts ;110 °C melting point. The completed one layer
f this device is approximately 2.5-mm thick with an
pproximately 1.2-mm-thick glass substrate. Note
hat our PMMA grating sample is not rubbed. The
eason is that the e-beam-fabricated blazed-grating
Fig. 10. Surface profile of a 10-mm period grating measured by an
AFM.
Fig. 11. Influence of blazed-grating duty cycle on diffraction effi-
ciency.
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nsurface has tiny grooves along the blazed slope ~see
ig. 10! that can be utilized as the natural alignment
ayer if we fill the LC along the groove direction.
owever, it is important that the cover plate’s align-
ent direction be parallel to the grating groove di-
ection to reach the homogeneous alignment
onfiguration.
The following are some considerations for stacking
ultiple layers of this LC–PMMA composite grating.
irst, to make full use of each layer’s manufacturing-
imited effective area, an accurate alignment of those
amples is necessary. This can be achieved by con-
inuous adjustment monitored by a microscope.
econd, the extraordinary axis directions of each
ayer must be aligned during stacking because the
evice is operated in a polarization mode. Third,
ach layer’s deflection direction should be the same so
hat each layer’s deflection can be monotonically ac-
umulated. Finally, to reduce scattering, the best
tacking order for illumination is 40, 20, 10, and 5
m. Illumination of the 40-mm grating layer first
ill generate the smallest deflection angle ~approxi-
ately 0.9°!, so that for subsequent layers the inci-
ent angle can still be considered as approximately
ormal.
5. Experiment and Discussion
The experimental setup is shown in Fig. 13. A po-
larized beam is incident on the deflector with its po-
larization direction parallel to the LC alignment
direction because it is a polarized beam deflector.
Four individually controllable dc-balanced 1-kHz
Fig. 12. LC blazed-gratin1square waveforms are applied onto four stacked LC
blazed gratings. A detector mounted on a scanning
translation stage measures the far-field intensity at
each diffraction order to calculate the diffraction ef-
ficiency.
A. Determination of Sample Profile Parameters
Before stacking the LC–PMMA layers, we need to
determine the PMMA blazed-grating profile param-
eters accurately by combining three measurements.
The first step is to use the AFM profile measurement
data as shown in Fig. 10. However, because of the
finite size of the AFM tip and the sharp transition
corners of the blazed grating, the AFM tip does not
typically probe the deepest region of the grating sur-
face, so the depth measurement is not quite reliable.
Nevertheless, it does at least accurately give us the
duty cycle information, which is used for the next two
flector packaging process.
Fig. 13. Characterization of the experimental setup. PBS, po-
larization beam splitter.g de0 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 35 y APPLIED OPTICS 6551
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6steps. The second step is to compare the experimen-
tal measurement with the theoretical prediction of
the diffraction from the PMMA blazed grating in free
space ~no LC!. The third step is implemented after
he PMMA blazed grating is filled with LC. This is
o compare the experimental measurement and the-
retical prediction of the diffraction from the LC–
MMA composite grating without any applied
oltage. Figure 14 shows an example of the diffrac-
ion measurement we made and the optimal modeled
ontour for the 10-mm sample. The optimal param-
ters, given by the best match between experimental
ata and the model prediction of the diffraction or-
ers, are a 2.74-mm depth and 82% duty cycle for the
ample. Similarly, the other sample profile param-
ters are finalized as follows: the 5-mm sample is
.85 mm deep with 90% duty cycle, the 10-mm sample
s 2.74 mm deep with 82% duty cycle, the 20-mm
ample is 2.71 mm deep with 94% duty cycle, and the
0-mm sample is 2.87 mm deep with 99% duty cycle.
B. Characterization of Single-Layer Deflector
During this characterization, we measured the zero
and first diffraction order’s diffraction efficiency
while scanning the driving voltage from 0 to 8 V for
each LC blazed grating. The experimental data for
the 10-mm sample are plotted in Fig. 15. Note that
he diffraction efficiency at a small voltage ~1.5 V! is
ctually higher than that at zero voltage for the OFF
Table 1. Diffraction Gratings of th
Order
Period ~mm
5 10
ON OFF ON
2 1.4 2.48 0.71
1 2.3 2.15 2.47
0 87.65 2.56 88.62
21 2.4 81.68 2.64
22 1.34 2.05 0.57552 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 35 y 10 December 2000state. The reason is that, as suggested from the
profile parameters definition, the fabricated PMMA
sample depth is slightly higher than the optimal de-
sign depth. As discussed above in the scalar diffrac-
tion analysis, the microprism produces a sinc~x!
function that could shift the blaze location to different
diffraction orders, corresponding to different prism
depths reaching a 2p phase delay. The phase delay
difference Df between LC and PMMA is
Df 5
2p
l
Dnd, (15)
where Dn is the refractive-index difference between
PMMA and LC and l is the illumination wavelength.
If the depth d is slightly larger than the optimal
depth, Df is larger than expected so that the peak
will be shifted slightly to the right side of the desired
position. We can shift this sinc~x! function peak
back to the desired location by reducing Dn and hence
reaching the optimal Df. This technique is based on
the fact that LC’s refractive index can be modulated
when a driving voltage is applied. We call this small
voltage the virtual OFF voltage of the LC deflector.
Using this virtual OFF voltage method, we first
tested the four LC deflectors separately. The max-
imum applied voltage was 15 V; considering the volt-
age loss calculated before, the real voltage driving the
LC is approximately 2.7–9 V. All measurement
r LC–PMMA Blazed Gratings ~%!
20 40
ON OFF ON OFF
0.37 0.29 0.73 0.31
1.11 0.44 2.41 0.95
93.62 1.86 88.99 7.71
1.56 87.50 4.83 83.42
0.45 5.34 1.22 5.24Fig. 14. Determination of grating surface profile parameters. Fig. 15. LC blazed-grating diffraction efficiency versus driving
voltage.!
OFF
0.85
0.53
2.03
82.90
0.84
t
v t
t
p
t
r
ldata are listed in Table 1. The measured diffraction
efficiencies at the ON and OFF states are all in the
range of 81.7–93.6%. The cross talk turns out to be
very small. ~The intensity ratios between the
brightest spot and the second brightest spot are in the
range of 32–60.!
Finally, we measured the response time of this
blazed-grating deflector by observing the first
diffraction-order intensity variation during the
switching transient period after 15-V applied voltage
was turned on. The measured rise and fall times
were approximately 8 and 15 ms, respectively.
C. Characterization of Multiple-Layer Deflector
After characterizing the single-layer deflector perfor-
mance, we stacked the samples to demonstrate 4, 8,
and finally 16 steering angles. Again, the virtual
OFF voltage method was applied. Figure 16 shows
he big performance improvement achieved by this
irtual OFF voltage method. The diffraction effi-
Fig. 16. Comparison between the real OFF state and the virtual
OFF state.
Table 2. Measurement Data of the Four Stacked-Grating 16-Angle
Deflector
5 mm 10 mm 20 mm 40 mm Angle
Diffraction
Efficiency
Contrast
Ratio
1sty2nd
1 1 1 1 0.0 0.5759 17.7
1 1 1 0 0.9 0.5661 17.5
1 1 0 1 1.8 0.5637 13.5
1 1 0 0 2.7 0.4400 10.2
1 0 1 1 3.6 0.5308 14.7
1 0 1 0 4.5 0.4024 12.6
1 0 0 1 5.4 0.5225 10.4
1 0 0 0 6.3 0.4125 11.9
0 1 1 1 7.2 0.4336 14.4
0 1 1 0 8.1 0.3627 12.7
0 1 0 1 9.0 0.4833 10.9
0 1 0 0 9.9 0.3734 9.8
0 0 1 1 10.8 0.4402 13.5
0 0 1 0 11.7 0.3410 9.9
0 0 0 1 12.6 0.4023 9.4
0 0 0 0 13.5 0.2892 9.11ciency with the virtual OFF voltage applied is at least
10% higher than that without applying voltage.
Correspondingly, the contrast ratio is dramatically
enhanced. The steering efficiencies of the four an-
gles ranged from 67 to 75%. The contrast ratio be-
tween the strongest and second strongest spots is in
the range of 15–21.
Finally, the measurement data for the 16 steering-
angle stacked deflector are tabulated in Table 2. Ex-
perimentally demonstrated steering efficiency ranges
from 28.9 to 57.6%, and the contrast ratio ranges
from 9.1 to 17.7. Figure 17 shows pictures of the
laser beam steering spots as well as the driving con-
dition. The 16 steering angles ~0°–13.5°! are ob-
ained with a resolution of 0.9°. The fluctuation of
he diffraction efficiency is contributed by the non-
erfect blazed-grating samples and the scattering be-
ween LC and different layers of gratings, which
educe the bending powers of the composite grating
ayers.
6. Summary and Discussion
A multiple-angle LC blazed-grating beam deflector
has been developed. Sixteen steering angles with a
contrast ratio as high as 18 have been demonstrated.
A detailed analysis of the LC–PMMA blazed-grating
deflector was carried out to aid in the deflector’s de-
sign. A manufacturing offset compensation tech-
nique was proposed and demonstrated to greatly
enhance the deflector’s performance.
In optical networking and optical asynchronous
transfer mode switching, as well as optical holo-
graphic applications, a beam deflector with the capa-
bility of addressing a large number of steering angles
is desirable. For example, several hundreds of an-
gles are commonly needed for a typical holographic
data storage system. One straightforward approach
Fig. 17. Photographs of the 16-angle deflector diffracted spots.0 December 2000 y Vol. 39, No. 35 y APPLIED OPTICS 6553
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6to accomplish this is to stack more layers of the LC–
PMMA composite because the available addressing
angles are 2 to the power of the number of layers. To
increase the number of layers beyond the four dem-
onstrated in this paper, each individual layer’s per-
formance must be further optimized. One can
accomplish this by fine tuning the PMMA blazed-
grating fabrication process to achieve a better blazed
profile and depth control, depositing antireflection
coatings on each layer to reduce the scattering inside
the stacked layers, and using LC materials that offer
better index matching with PMMA. However, this
adds a challenge to the device’s fabrication process,
and hence the cost is a concern. Furthermore, the
device’s optical throughput will be greatly decreased
when more layers are stacked together.
A more promising approach is to build a hybrid
device by use of an electrically generated blazed grat-
ing combined with the previously described cascading
approach.7,25 Patterned electrodes and an uniform
ITO layer coated on the cover glass electrically drive
a LC layer to build up a virtual blazed grating inside
the LC medium. The virtual blazed-grating’s period
can be programmed when appropriate voltages are
assigned along these electrodes. This generates a
multiple-angle addressing device. We can make
this electrically generated blazed grating only with a
relatively large period, which yields a small deflection
angle. Therefore it is used as a fine scanning com-
ponent. The LC–PMMA blazed-grating period, on
the other hand, is normally small and therefore it is
used as the coarse scanning component. By attach-
ing these coarse and fine scanning components, one
can achieve a steering device with a large number of
addressable angles. For example, assume we com-
bine the demonstrated four layers of LC–PMMA
blazed grating with the electrically generated blazed
grating whose period can be programmed to be 80,
160, 320, 640, and 1280 mm. The number of addres-
sable angles becomes 16 3 25 5 512. When com-
ared with the simple cascading approach, in which
ine layers of LC–PMMMA grating is needed to ob-
ain 512 angles, this proposed hybrid approach is
learly better.
As a final note on this device, the device’s switching
peed is in the millisecond range because of the
ematic LC’s physical limitation. It is well known
hat ferroelectric liquid crystal features a much faster
witching speed. One possible solution is to choose
erroelectric LC rather than nematic LC as the work-
ng medium. When we consider that the device is
asically a binary switch on each layer, the ferroelec-
ric LC’s binary operation mechanism is not a prob-
em. The only overhead would come from the
omplicated ferroelectric LC driver accessory and
nding a suitable material with index matching to
MMA.
Appendix A: Major Derivation Steps from Equation ~2!
to Equation ~3!
According to the variation calculus method, a typical
minimization problem of the type *0
L F@z, u~z!, du~z!y554 APPLIED OPTICS y Vol. 39, No. 35 y 10 December 2000dz#dz can be converted into the corresponding Euler
equation
Fu 2
dSFdudzD
dz
5 0.
So the Euler equation for Eq. ~2! can be converted into
~K11 cos
2 u 1 K33 sin
2 u!
d2u
dz2
1 ~K33 2 K11!sin u cos uSdudzD
2
5
Dz
2
e0
~e\ 2 e’!sin u cos u
~e’ cos
2 u 1 e\ sin
2 u!2
. (A1)
When Eq. ~A1! is multiplied by 2duydz, note that the
right-hand side of Eq. ~A1! equals
2
1
2
dS 1e’ cos2 u 1 e\ sin2 uD
du
,
s well as
1
2
d~K11 cos
2 u 1 K33 sin
2 u!
du
5 ~K33 2 K11! sin u cos u,
we than have
dF~K11 cos2 u 1 K33 sin2 u!SdudzD
2G
dz
5 2
Dz
2
e0
dS 1e’ cos2 u 1 e\ sin2 uD
dz
, (A2)
resulting in Eq. ~3!.
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